Toilet Block Addition Project:
Weekly Update:
Week Ending 6th September 2019

Pre Slab Pour Works Continue …!
What has happened this week..??
This week saw underslab works completed and works continue to set the slab area up for a pour next week.
Part of the works completed was removing the external wall sheeting to the existing East wall of the
Naismith function room. This sheeting contained asbestos, and therefore had to be removed carefully by
specialist contractors.
Australian Asbestos Removals are a registered and specialist asbestos removal contractor who performed
this work to ensure there was no health risks to workers and or patrons of the Club.
A clearance certificate was provided which gives assurance the area is now asbestos free.
The slab to be poured next week is a waffle slab. A waffle slab is set up on a grid of polystyrene “waffle
pods” which are 1090x1090mm square and are 225mm high.
Between each of the pods is a series of 110mm wide stems which form a gird, looking a bit like the waffles
you can have for breakfast..!
The waffle slab sits on top of the bored piers poured last week, so that the waffle slab effectively becomes
a suspended slab system.
The polystyrene pods provide insulation benefits which help the energy efficiency of the new addition.

Photo 1: Slab & footing plan showing layout grid of the waffle pods

What is happening next week..??
Slab set up works will be completed by Tuesday in time for an inspection by the Building Surveyor.
Part of the slab set up works will include the installation of a termite treatment barrier to perimeter and
plumbing penetrations of slab.
Slab pour is booked in for later in the week (date TBC) depending on favourable weather.
Stay tuned for the next weekly update…!

